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Wanting to keep Outer Space as a neutral ground for exploration and education,

Seeking to make the militarization and weaponization of outer space a peaceful matter,

Desiring to make sure that Outer Space is preserved for future generations and countries who
decide join in the Space Race,

Taking into consideration the 1967 Outer Space Treaty and all international laws related to it,

1. Asks for the creation of the Space Actions Database (SAD) under the jurisdiction of
DISEC;

a. Activity reported to the SAD should be reported within two weeks of activity
taking place,

b. The SAD will not have the power to decide who is allowed to partake in space
missions nor will they be allowed to prevent ones from happening,

i. Allowing the SAD to know what is going into space will help to keep
track of who is involved in space exploration,

ii. It will also help to predict any conflict that may arrive between two or
more nations,

1. Countries who are not privy to the activities of other nations may
unintentionally act in a threatening way, or launch spacecraft in the
same orbital direction of other spacecrafts or debris already present
in space,

iii. This will also help to keep track of any debris that is present in the
atmosphere that may cause problems for other nations' spacecrafts,

2. Reaffirms the use of space for ‘welfare’ and not for ‘warfare’;

a. Space should be used for the advancement and education for the betterment of
each country or countries involved in space exploration,

3. Condemns the use of space objects as means to destroy or disrupt life on Earth;
4. Discourages the hostile militarization and weaponization of Outer Space;

a. Examples of hostile militarization include but are not limited to:
i. Occupying a sector of Space in order to gain a militaristic advantage over

another country or countries,



ii. The usage of transitory vehicles armed with nuclear weapons,
iii. The usage of ASATS in Space,

1. Against other countries satellites,
2. Or as country test,

iv. Ground or space-based directed energy weapons which includes but is not
limited to:

1. Lasers,
2. Microwaves,
3. Electromagnetic pulses,

v. Electronic warfare such as uplink satellite jamming
5. Requests that countries report ownership of non offensive military systems such as

communications, navigation, imaging, and surveillance satellites to the SAD committee;
a. Countries are also advised to report any cyber attacks against satellites.


